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We know how hard it is to choose—or change—an EHR, 

especially one that works with you and doesn’t slow 

you down. Eye Care Leaders makes that decision easier. 

myCare Integrity is the highest-performing eye care EHR 

and PM solution available today. Developed in an intensive 

clinical setting and built exclusively for eye care practices, 

this cloud-based EHR actually does what it’s supposed to 

do—speed up exams, billing processes, office workflows, 

and ensure compliance with federal healthcare laws—

without sacrificing quality of patient care.

Additionally, myCare Integrity offers the flexibility to 

integrate the finest eye care solutions to best fit your office 

needs. This powerful combination is efficient, effortless, 

and customized for your individual practice workflow. 

Depending on your needs, myCare Integrity integrates 

closely with our ASC and Optical solutions to round out 

one of the best software platforms in Ophthalmology.

myCare Integrity  

offers an efficient 

transition from data 

migration through 

go-live. With highly 

efficient coding and 

billing systems in 

place in addition to 

improving patient 

communication, 

our EMR and PM 

combination will  

result in both happier 

staff and patients. 

Powerful Cloud-Based Solutions 
to Meet Your Practice’s Needs



Ready to move from your current solution, but 
being told that you will either lose historical data, 
or it will be a significant investment to migrate? 
We make the switch inexpensive and complete for 
everything from your patient data to clinical data 
to prescription data and more. 

Expect little to no  
cash flow interruption with this 

CUSTOMIZABLE 
SOLUTION

Create the complete solution to optimize your practice’s workflow to allow you to 
concentrate on your patients.

Take your Integrity EMR and PM a step further to optimize your practice’s 
operations and revenue with additional integrations.

For more information on myCare Integrity, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.

myCare Suite myCare Services

Built exclusively for eye care practices, myCare Integrity 
EMR addresses the real needs of practicing eye care 
professionals.  Intuitive and easy to learn, it matches 
your existing workflow so well, your staff will immediately 
know where they are in the patient encounter. We make 
the switch inexpensive and complete.

• Efficient transition from data migration through go-live

• No cash flow interruption 

• Transparent value pricing

• Complete, secure mobile access to patient data

myCare Integrity EMR

Integrate your other office solutions with this flexible PM 
to improve task management, produce cleaner claims, 
and improve the patient experience.  With a 98% first-time 
claims acceptance rate and a 96% live call ratio with a U.S.-
based staff, myCare Integrity PM provides the tools you 
need to run an efficient, profitable eye care practice.

• Organized and profit-driven schedules maximizes the 
number of patients

• Front desk modules and highly efficient coding and 
billing systems for reduced AR days and better cash flow

• Customized reporting to improve practice productivity

myCare Integrity PM
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